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Abstract Regulation will experience enormous changes
in the near future resulting in seamless connectivity by
spectrum borders. A promising approach in this con-
text is dynamic spectrum allocation which leads to a
more flexible access to spectral resources by employing
intelligent radio devices called cognitive radios. This
paper is concerned with bio-inspired approaches that
exploit distribution in multi-radio environments where
many users have to share a finite resource harmo-
niously. Three applications of bio-inspired techniques
are described. The first one deals with the detection
of spectrum holes whereas the second one describes
resource allocation in orthogonal frequency division
multiple access based systems. The third one is con-
cerned with distributed resource auctioning.
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1 Introduction
In the near future wireless communications will bear
little similarities to currently used systems. The demand
for multi-media communications and seamless access
to heterogeneous mobile networks is extremely rising
and this tendency is expected to continue in the next
few years. Unfortunately, spectrum allocation today is
very inflexible. A further drawback due to complicated
and time-consuming regulatory issues is an inefficient
utilization of spectral resources. In order to overcome
these barriers, advanced resource access algorithms
and sharing techniques must be employed [1, 2]. Here,
resource is not only restricted to the most common
terms of power and bandwidth, but also means time-
slots in time division multiple access systems, (orthogo-
nal) codes in code division multiple access systems, and
different sub-carriers in orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access (OFDMA) systems. Furthermore, all
thinkable combinations of the above mentioned aspects
can be envisaged.
Sharing processes can be seen as interaction between
different individuals in a social community. This step
creates the ability that a group of identical individuals
(cognitive radios in this purpose) executes complex
tasks which would not be possible if each cognitive
radio acted as a stand-alone device. Consequently, col-
laboration among several radios within multi-user
environments must be exploited. In addition, suitable
sharing algorithms can only be employed if individual
quality of service (QoS) constraints for multi-media
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applications are met in an efficient and accomplishable
manner.
Distributed access and sharing algorithms work very
well in single operator scenarios. With a growing num-
ber of mobile terminals, e.g., in a cell, it becomes com-
putationally complex for a central entity such as a
base station to make decisions with respect to adap-
tive resource allocation. Moreover, such an approach
would surely be infeasible due to feedback and sig-
nalling efforts. In contrast to that, distribution trans-
fers decision-making processes to individual terminals,
thus reducing complexity and considerably increasing
network scalability.
After highlighting the advantages swarm intelli-
gence, the detection of spectrum holes and resource
allocation in OFDMA based systems are described
in Section 2. The next section deals with distributed
resource auctioning, where a specific belief function
is introduced that is an estimation of the cumulative
distribution function. Finally, Section 4 concludes the
paper.
2 Swarm intelligence
2.1 Advantages of swarm intelligence
Swarm intelligence based systems are very flexible and
robust with respect to environmental constraints and
disturbances which makes them very attractive for tech-
nical realizations [3, 4]. Moreover, swarm intelligence
inherits some important advantages such as:
• Scalability: The number of individuals can be
adapted to the network size.
• Fault tolerance: Since the behavior of a swarm is not
controlled by a centralized entity, the loss of a few
individuals does not cause catastrophic failure.
• Adaptation: The swarm can react to environmental
changes due to the fact that each individual has
the ability to adapt. This leads to a high value of
flexibility.
• Speed: Changes in the network can be spread very
quickly among network users.
• Modularity: Individuals act independently of other
network layers.
• Autonomy: Little or no human control is required.
This decentralized or agent-based aspect leads to a
much faster speed of convergence.
• Parallelism: Operations of individuals are executed
in a parallel manner.
The following subsections describe two examples
where swarm intelligence can applicatively be used.
2.2 Detection of spectrum holes
The detection of spectrum opportunities is one major
task in the research area of dynamic spectrum alloca-
tion. This fact becomes even more important in the con-
text of cognitive radio which is aware of environmental
changes and has the ability to act accordingly. A well-
known method for the detection of occupied spectrum
is energy detection where a decision on use/no use
of spectrum is simply done by judging the strength
of the detected signal within a predefined bandwidth.
Another possibility is cyclostationary based detection.
Here, inherent characteristics of modulated signals are
exploited that can additionally be used in the receiver
for parameter estimation [5].
This section describes the detection of spectrum
holes with the intention to build up reliable commu-
nications by using swarm intelligence based systems.
The motivation for this approach comes from fauna,
i.e., foraging, where every bird sees through the eyes
of all the other birds, thus increasing the detection
probability of finding food. It is true that each mobile
terminal may scan the whole frequency range, but this
obviously is no proper solution as it takes too much
time and is too power-consuming [5].
A schematic overview on the logical process is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. First, a number of cognitive radios in
a network clusters to a swarm that is then sub-divided
into several cognitive sub-networks. The sub-networks
are afterwards scattered over the search space. Within
each sub-network, two actions are performed. First, the
scanning of the search space for spectrum opportunities
Figure 1 Logical process for the sub-division of a swarm into
cognitive sub-networks and the search for spectrum opportunities
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and second, communication on search results over a
common control channel. This process is described in
detail in the following paragraphs.
Consider a network consisting of K cognitive radios.
These radios can then be merged into a swarm of
K individuals. In order to meet scalability issues, this
swarm will then be divided into N cognitive sub-
networks where each sub-network consists of M < K
cognitive radios. With respect to interference issues,
it becomes obvious that time, frequency, location, and
QoS guarantees (this becomes more and more impor-
tant due to an increasing demand for multi-media
applications) must be considered for clustering. Clever
clustering techniques help to reduce the search period
enormously, whereas bad clustering not only enlarges
the search period but can also lead to a higher and
probably not acceptable degree of interference. For
the sake of simplicity, each cognitive sub-network is
meant to have the same number of cognitive radios
(see Fig. 2). The cognitive sub-networks will then be
scattered equidistantly over the frequency space. Let
the overall bandwidth be denoted as B. Then, each
cognitive sub-network is in charge of a bandwidth
Bi = BN , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. (1)
Eventually, each sub-network will be split up and each
cognitive radio will scan a frequency range of
Bij = BiM =
B
N · M , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, (2)
Figure 2 Schematic description of the process of spectrum holes
detection with respect to the three dimensions of time, frequency,
and power. A channel is considered to be allocated if the power
level exceeds the noise level. Here, K = 8, N = 4, and M = 2
which is much smaller than it would be the case if a
single mobile terminal had to scan the whole range.
Say the time it takes a single radio to scan the whole
bandwidth B is τ , then this parallelizing process reduces
scanning time for each mobile terminal to
τij = 1N · M · τ = ψτ · τ, (3)
where ψτ is indicated as time saving factor. This fac-
tor is depicted versus the number of cognitive sub-
networks, N, in Fig. 3. As parameter the number of
cognitive radios in each sub-network, M, was used.
For the simple scenario considered in this paper, it
becomes clear that ψτ is the reciprocal of the number
of cognitive radios in the swarm. Furthermore, it can
be stated that ψτ |N=1 = 1/M and limN→∞ ψτ = 0. Of
course, these simple relations do not hold any longer
if information bearing beacon channels are previously
excluded from the overall bandwidth and experience
values in terms of statistical expressions are included
in the considerations.
After the scanning process each cognitive radio com-
municates its results to all other radios within its cogni-
tive sub-network via a common control channel. The
control channel can either be
1) a dedicated frequency channel beyond the utilized
frequencies or
2) a channel that is expanded over the whole uti-
lized frequency range by applying code spreading
techniques.
For the broadcasting of the information each cognitive
radio has to write its results into its assigned row of the
M × L allocation matrix A(·). The number of columns,







Figure 3 Time saving factor ψτ versus the number of cognitive
sub-networks. Parameter is the number of cognitive radios within
a sub-network
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L, depends on the frequency resolution. Since most
real-world problems change with time, the dynamic
behavior of spectrum occupation must be taken into
account. Therefore, a decay factor is introduced whose
purpose can be compared to that of pheromones in
ant colonies [3]. Pheromones enable ants to find the
shortest path towards food and back. Each ant lays
a trail of pheromone while walking towards the food
and each ant prefers the path with the highest amount
of pheromone. Because of the decay factor, allocation
information decreases exponentially with time. This
yields to
A(k + κ) = A(k) · exp (−ξ), ξ ≥ 0, (4)
where k describes the time variable, κ is the decay
period, exp (−ξ) is the above mentioned decay factor,
and ξ is the decay rate. Though the decay rate might
be changed with time, it remains constant over one
decay period thus leading to a linear decrease. Figure 4
illustrates the decay factor versus the decay rate κ for
three different parameter values of ξ . It can easily be
seen that
lim
κ→∞ A(k + κ) =
{
A(k) : ξ = 0
0 : ξ > 0 . (5)
After each cognitive radio in a sub-network is satis-
fied, information on left spectrum opportunities can
be communicated between the masters of each sub-
network. The master might be the first cognitive radio
that claims this title via broadcasting a beacon. With
this information it is possible for cognitive radios of
other sub-networks that momentarily suffer from spec-
trum scarcity to connect properly. Another possibility
after convergence is a principle that is similar to the
anti-convergence principle introduced in [6]. All radios








Figure 4 Decay factor versus decay period κ . Parameter is the
decay rate ξ
that did not have the chance to find proper spectrum
opportunities to build up communications form a new
swarm and the whole process starts again. This sounds
logical since spectrum allocation is a highly variable and
dynamic process that changes in time.
2.3 Resource allocation in OFDMA based systems
2.3.1 Background
One important challenge in the management of a pop-
ulation of cognitive radios is how the available radio
resource can be assigned in an optimal way to each in-
dividual cognitive radio without a central controller [7].
With respect to that question, this paragraph addresses
how a distributed allocation technique inspired from
swarm intelligence can allocate uplink sub-carriers be-
tween cognitive radios using OFDMA as a multiple
access method in a single cell. Purpose is to derive
a distributed scheme which enables on one hand the
optimization of the uplink sum channel capacity in that
cell while minimizing the signaling overhead on the
other. In the followed approach, related to the propa-
gation conditions experienced on each sub-carrier, each
cognitive radio can individually assess its own per-
ceived channel capacity for each available sub-carrier.
An efficient distributed allocation technique can be
achieved if each cognitive radio can communicate its
local knowledge about its own assessment of each sub-
carrier channel capacity to the other cognitive radios of
the cell. Based on a WLAN like system, each cognitive
radio can report this information to the access point.
Then, the access point can broadcast the minimum
and the maximum channel capacity experienced by all
the users. Based on this information, each cognitive
radio can individually run an iterative algorithm [8] to
make its own decision about the sub-carriers it has to
be assigned to. With this approach, although informa-
tion sharing between cognitive radios is enabled with
a central entity (i.e., access point), the final decision-
making on the choice of the sub-carriers allocation for
each cognitive radio is made individually by each cog-
nitive radio. The implementation of such an approach
requires the design of an appropriate medium access
control structure to convey the shared information and
to support the iterative negotiation process between the
dispersed cognitive radios in the cell as well.
2.3.2 Learning and forgetting capabilities
This part examines how far control parameters for
learning and forgetting capabilities can have an impact
on the performance of the radio resource allocation
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Table 1 Numerical values for the first simulation parameters (refers to Figs. 5 and 6)
Notation Description Values
β Parameters controlling f (x) function’s shape 0.4
ε Parameter used to find out xl such that f (xl) = ϕ − ε and xu such that f (xu) = −ϕ + ε 10−3
	init Initial threshold value after reset 0
	min Minimum possible threshold value 	ij −50
	max Maximum possible threshold value 	ij +50
nmin Minimum simultaneous number of sub-carriers used per active node 1
nmax Maximum simultaneous number of sub-carriers used per active node 1
M Number of nodes [10 : 10 : 100]
N Number of available sub-carriers to allocate 20
algorithm [8]. The following results show how the sys-
tem’s learning and forgetting capabilities during the
negotiation phase can be controlled.
The system’s memory (composed of all users) during
a negotiation phase is controlled by the following para-
meters that require to be optimized together: ϕ, 	min,
and 	max. The scenario under consideration is depicted
in Table 1.
Figure 5 shows the mean and live values for the
number of negotiation steps as a function of ϕ. Note
that for readability purposes, the results for each value
of number of users has a small offset in the horizontal
axis. The standard deviation reduces as the number of
users increases. Best results (low number of negotiation
steps and low dispersion of values) are obtained for
ϕ = 5. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows that properly tuning of
the system’s learning and forgetting capabilities has
an important impact on the system’s negotiation dura-
tion. Especially when considering the system’s nego-
tiation duration, the difference between ϕ and the 	
extreme limits (	min and 	max) should not be too


































Figure 5 Number of negotiation steps as a function of ϕ for the
first scenario
memory of past experiences) and should not be too
important (users become slow learners). The variable
ϕ constraints the maximum 
	ij achievable value
that is updated after each negotiation time slot which
feeds 	ij.
Figure 6 shows the mean and live values for the total
sum capacity as a function of ϕ. Note that for readabil-
ity purposes, the results of each value of the users have
a small offset in the horizontal axis, too. The standard
deviation reduces as the number of users increases.
Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows that as far as the total sum
capacity is concerned, there is almost no impact of the
memory (no major difference in the standard deviation
of values as M, i.e., the number of users, increases).
The second scenario we consider differs from the
first one in the values for 	min and 	max. Here, both
threshold values are not constant anymore but depend
on ϕ. We set 	min = −10ϕ and 	max = 10ϕ. The results
are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows a slight
improvement in the speed of convergence when com-
pared to Fig. 5 indicating that it is beneficial to have






























Figure 6 Total sum capacity as a function of ϕ for the first
scenario


































Figure 7 Number of negotiation steps as a function of ϕ for the
second scenario
amplitude of the dispersion of values is also reduced.
Figure 8 shows almost no impact of the system memory
on the final total uplink sum capacity. In addition, the
total sum capacity values are less dispersed than in the
first scenario [8].
3 Distributed resource auctioning
The wireless communication system which is designed
for mobile users faces a dynamic and space-dependent
demand. Besides the varying demand, the user’s valua-
tion of starting an application or service with a proper
quality depends on the user’s individual purchase power,
urgency to communicate, and preference of the services
running in parallel. According to these issues, the user
will evaluate the required radio resource goods to






























Figure 8 Total sum capacity as a function of ϕ for the second
scenario
come as close as possible to a utility satisfaction. The
required radio resource goods depend on the channel
quality between the communicating parties. Summariz-
ing all these aspects, radio resource goods allocation is
a highly dynamic and local market.
Current communication systems bill the customer
for providing services in cells where the capacity is not
utilized completely by demanding for a fixed price in
all cells. This kind of unfairness can be countered by a
decentralized pricing mechanism. That is, the prices
paid per cell should be used to cover the cell opera-
tional costs and the proportional core network costs.
Besides, the radio resource goods market varies in time,
e.g., rush hours. The operator should have the oppor-
tunity to assign the radio resource goods to the users
which pay most in order to optimize the operator’s
profit. Currently, resources are allocated in the first-
come-first-serve manner, because everybody pays the
fixed price. But if someone is willing to pay more for
the radio resource goods, the operator should assign the
radio resource goods to him. The request time should
only be used as the second criterion if two users bid
the same.
In order to find the users who are willing to pay
the highest prices, negotiations have to take place. As
discussed in [9], for each base station an economic
manager allocates the radio resource goods to the
user terminals by a discriminatory multi-unit auction
sequence. This approach combines the radio resource
good allocation with the economical aspects in the
dynamic and distributed market. It can further be
envisaged that base stations which are currently not
cost-efficient can either be reconfigured to another
radio access technology or their radio resource goods
can be rented by another system (even of another
operator).
In an auction, the reserve price is the leverage of the
operator like the bids are for the users. Therefore,
the user terminal needs a bidding strategy which uses
the information about load, other bids, and own needs
of radio resource goods for the different services. The
goal of the bidding strategy is to win enough radio
resource goods, so that the QoS of different service
classes is not injured. The bidding strategy is a medium
access protocol and thus is logically located in the sec-
ond layer of the OSI model. In the following subsection,
we propose a bidding strategy which can be used in the
system concept presented in [9]. This bidding strategy
combines two machine learning methods, Q-learning
and swarm intelligence, in order to learn online and
allow non-linear utility functions. For that purpose,
a special kind of swarm intelligence which is called
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10] is used.
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3.1 Particle swarm optimization
PSO [10, 11] is an evolution of the evolutionary algo-
rithm concept. In contrast to genetic algorithms [12]
and evolutionary strategies [13], PSO does not imitate
the mutations of the genome of a population, but ori-
ents itself on the information exchange of a swarm of
birds, fishes, or insects. PSO behaves to the classical
evolutionary algorithm in the same way as evolutionism
to the memetics as defined by Dawkins [14]. Therefore,
PSO is also called memetics-based algorithm. On the
one hand, a gene is the atomic unit of a hereditary
character, on the other hand, a mem is the atomic unit
of a social construct like an idea or a gesture. The main
difference between the classical evolutionary algorithm
and PSO is the implemented memory for found values
and orientation. Altogether, the implementation effort
is less and the manageability is better.
The basic structure resembles the structure of a
classical genetic algorithm for which individuals are
represented by a vector of real values. The individuals
of a PSO are called particles and are randomly initial-
ized. Each particle represents a possible solution of the
opimization problem. A particle contains the following
information:
• The position of the particle, x, in the variable space
of the optimization problem.
• The evaluation of the fitness function based on the
current position in the variable space.
• The velocity vector, v, which indicates the move-
ment of the particle in the variable space.
• The personal best evaluation of the fitness function
during the journey through the variable space.
• The position of the personal best evaluation, xpb .
• The evaluation of the best fitness function value
found from all particles up to this point in time.
• The position of the global best evaluation, xgb , up
to this point in time.
The movement through the variable space proceeds
similar to the one of the classical evolutionary algo-
rithm by evaluating the current position with the fitness
function. Each particle compares the current value with
its personal best value and overwrites the personal
best value if the current value is higher. Hereupon, all
personal best values will be compared with the global
best value. Again, if there is a global value which is
higher than the personal best, the personal best will be
overwritten by this value. Afterwards, the velocity in
the variable space is calculated by
v = v + c1a1
(xgb − x) + c2a2 (xpb − x) , (6)
where a1 and a2 are uniformly distributed random vari-
ables in [0, 1] and c1 and c2 are learning variables which
can be adapted by the user. The second addend in
Eq. 6 tries to turn the particle to the direction of the
global best position. The longer the distance between
the global best location and the current location of the
particle, the higher the incentive to go this direction.
The same can be stated for the third addend. That is,
the new velocity components will be in direction of the
global best and its own best location. The variables a1
and a2 are used to randomly try another direction, e.g.,
if one addend dominates the other, because the global
best does not mean that the absolute global best has
been found. Based on the velocity, v, the new location is
determined by x = x + v. The process starts again until
a maximum number of runs is reached or the found
value is higher than a given threshold.
3.2 Belief function
The market is an instationary process, therefore the
more time has passed, the smaller the information
importance of an observation is. The problem is to
estimate the cumulative distribution function by using
simple means. One solution is the belief function as
proposed in [15]. This method is based on the evidence
theory introduced in [16]. The belief function, b(x0),
collects past results of the boolean evaluation of a
hypotheses, f (x), of the process and stores them with
the process excited value, x, and the point of time, t,
in a limited list. The belief function approximates the
cumulative distribution function that the next process
result, f (x), will be true by dividing the number of
all events, A(x0), for which x < x0 in the list by A(x0)
plus the number of all events, B(x0), for which f (x) =
false and x ≤ x0. We get
b(x0) = A(x0)A(x0) + B(x0) . (7)
3.3 Bidding strategy
The bidding strategy mainly calculates the bids by
applying Q-learning in conjunction with PSO. The
learning task is to bid as low as possible for a certain
amount of radio resource goods subject to win enough
radio resource goods to fulfill the QoS. Furthermore, a
decision is needed if the radio resource goods offered
by the base station are enough to cover the current
demand in this auction period. If this is the case, PSO
tries to find a radio resource good selection for the
different QoS classes in order to reduce the number
of upcoming data which should necessarily be sent to
fulfill the QoS.
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The next step of the learning algorithm is to quantize
the range from the reserve price to the maximum costs
that a bid for a proper QoS class is not allowed to
exceed. Based on the belief function, an evidence value,
e(p), will be calculated:
e(p) = 1 − (1 − b(p))NRRG , (8)
where NRRG represents the amount of radio resource
goods and all bids are assumed to be independent. This
value is a component of the Q-function in combination
with the reward function, r, which is the difference of
the actual paid price to the maximum costs. Thus, the




b(pn) + r, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nn, (9)
where it must be summed over all required goods Nn.
After calculating the Q values, the algorithm chooses
the highest value and sends the corresponding bid
vector to the base station.
3.4 Simulation
One cell is considered for the simulation of the distrib-
uted resource auctioning system. A base station assigns
radio resource goods based on a multi-unit sealed-bid
discriminatory auction. The user terminal supports two
QoS classes, where QoS 1 has a higher priority than
QoS 2 in terms of maximum costs and utility. All user
terminals bid with respect to the proposed bidding









Figure 9 Bidding strategy behavior indicated by the reward



















Figure 10 Percentage of the radio resource goods (RRGs) sent
divided by the number of required radio resource goods for each
QoS class
user out of 5 users attending the cell is depicted. It
shows that the reward will get the smaller, the higher
the overall load is. In turn, based on the increased
demand, the bidding strategy possesses the incentive to
bid higher.
In Fig. 10 the percentage of the radio resource goods
sent divided by the number of required radio resource
goods for each QoS class depending on the number of
users attending the cell is shown. It is assumed that each
user has the same load. Based on the higher priority and
the higher purchase power of QoS 1, the percentage of
the sent radio resource goods is higher than for QoS
2. That is, the bidding strategy tries to prefer the QoS
depending on the priority.
4 Conclusion
We presented bio-inspired approaches for distribution
and sharing processes in wireless radio networks. The
most important benefits of swarm intelligence at the de-
tection of spectrum holes are time saving and the abil-
ity to face changing conditions in the environment.
Distributed resource allocation between users in an
OFDMA system in uplink in a single cell has shown that
the standard deviation of the number of negotiations
reduces as the number of the users increases and that a
proper tuning of learning and forgetting capabilities has
a great impact on the system’s negotiation duration. For
distributed resource auctioning it can be stated that the
reward gets the smaller, the higher the overall load is. In
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turn, the bidding strategy possesses the incentive to bid
a higher value. In addition to that, we have shown that
the bidding strategy tries to prefer the QoS depending
on the priority.
We have demonstrated that the use of swarm intel-
ligence based systems in wireless networks has indeed
the ability to achieve better performance results com-
pared to usual communications systems.
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